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Abstract—The methods described in this paper are capable of 
analyzing and processing videos without any meta-information to 
divide continuous videos into segments without human interaction, 
and to select index pictures from segments. In the automatic video 
segmentation procedure pictures are sampled, the differences 
between them are measured, and 1-dimensional clustering – as 
contribution of the paper – is used to filter out the non-adequate 
segment border candidates in the segmentation. Further contribution 
of the paper is the construction of two factors of similarity among 
pictures, the common similarity indicator taking the semantic 
information into consideration, and the last step of the index picture 
selection: the adaptation of k-means++ clustering for the similarity-
based picture set, where the distances among images are not 
available. 
 
Keywords— k-means++ clustering, index picture, similarity, 
video segmentation.  
I. INTRODUCTION 
OWADAYS, there is an oversupply of multimedia 
content, such as video, which is one of the most 
significant type. A great amount of video content can be found 
online as well as on devices of almost every user. It is a 
challenge to handle, index, sort of these contents without 
manual human help. The indexing of videos is particularly 
based on parts, so called segments of them, so the focus of this 
paper is automatic segmentation without any meta-information 
and the index picture selection of segments. 
There are some MPEG-7-compatible systems, like 
BilVideo-7 [19][18] to support queries in a video indexing 
and retrieval framework. If a video possessing MPEG-7 
metadata, then these can be used in retrieval, so the aim of 
indexing is to help the search, and the goal is to automatize 
the indexing procedure.  
Similar to categories of image search [29] three broad 
categories of video search can be defined: (1) search by 
association, where there is no clear intent at a video, but 
instead the search proceeds by iteratively refined browsing; 
(2) aimed search, where a specific video is sought; and (3) 
category search, where a single video or index picture 
representative of a semantic class is sought.  
The first and the third categories of video search are on 
focus of this paper, video segmentation and selection of 
semantic index pictures from each segment could help in both 
categories (in browsing and category search as well).   
A video contains audio and series of images, so before 
planning an indexing procedure of multimedia content, like 
video, the audio and image indexing should be reviewed. 
There are some audio indexing solutions [26][37], where more 
types of typical web audio content, podcasts, video clips, and 
online lectures are handled for phrase spotting and relevance 
ranking.  
An image indexing can be hierarchical regarding the 
different resolution of the images. In this hierarchical system 
the search starts in the subspace with the lowest resolution of 
the images, where set of all possible similar images is 
determined. In the next subspaces with higher resolution the 
retrieved set can be reduced by new similarity comparisons, 
and this process can be repeated until the similar images can 
be found [2]; but this indexing is not a semantic one. 
For a long while there is a need for semantic video indexing 
at handling video collections [1]. Within a semantic index 
hierarchy five different levels can be defined [4]. The first 
three levels (purpose, genre, sub-genre) are related to the 
video document as a whole, the next levels (logical unit, 
named event) are related to parts of the content: 
1) Purpose is defined as set of video documents sharing 
similar intention. In this high level “entertainment”, 
“information”, and “communication” can be used for 
purpose. 
2) Genre is defined as set of video documents sharing 
similar style. There are some examples for genre: films, 
sports, news broadcasts, or commercials.  
3) Sub-genre is defined as a subset of a genre where the 
video documents share similar content, e.g. in genre of 
film may be romantic, horror, science fiction, or drama 
films, and in genre of sport may be football, basketball, or 
tennis as sub-genre.   
4) Logical unit is defined as continuous part of a video 
document’s content consisting of a set of named events or 
other logical units which together have a meaning. E.g. a 
film can contain different logical units: dialogues and 
actions, etc.  
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5) Named event is defined as short segment which can be 
assigned a meaning that doesn’t change in time. E.g. 
action logical unit may be car chase, karate, shooting, etc. 
Finding the interesting or representative images [9][16][32] 
from collections is a sorting task, in which the indexing is also 
important.  
Approach of generic multimedia indexing (GEMINI) [3] is 
to find a feature extraction function that maps the high 
dimensional objects into a low dimensional space. Objects that 
are very different (dissimilar) in the low dimensional space are 
expected to be very dissimilar in the original space. In this 
way the non-qualifying objects can be discarded in low 
dimensional space. 
There are some other general frameworks for indexing, e.g. 
Windsurf [30] library for management of multimedia 
hierarchical data. The library provides a general framework 
for assessing the performance of alternative query processing 
techniques for efficient retrieval of complex data that arise in 
several multimedia applications, such as image/video retrieval 
and the comparison of collection of documents. The library 
includes characteristics of generality, flexibility, and 
extensibility: these are provided by way of a number of 
different templates that can be appropriately instantiated in 
order to realize the particular retrieval model needed by the 
user. Another prototype tool is VIVO (Video Indexing and 
Visualization Organizer) [21] which has been developed to 
help digital video librarians to input, edit and manage video 
metadata elements on different levels. It is also part of the 
work in NSF-funded Open Video Digital Library [23]. In 
video indexing literature the multimodal approaches [4], (e.g. 
TIME - Time Interval Multimedia Event framework, which 
handles context and synchronization of video [5]) outperforms 
the unimodal solutions. 
II. AUTOMATIC VIDEO SEGMENTATION 
A. Possible video segmentation techniques 
Automatic video segmentation techniques consider the 
sample pictures from video; the simple methods are based on 
two consecutive pictures p1 and p2. There are some elaborated 
video segmentation algorithms, e.g. for MPEG-4 camera 
system with change detection, background registration 
techniques and real time adaptive threshold techniques [34]. 
A possible solution to find boundaries among segments is 
the difference measurement between pictures p1 and p2. The 
first step to measure it is the comparison of pixel pairs of 
grayscale pictures with same size. We can count the number 
of pixels, where the difference is larger than a predefined 
threshold (ε), as can be seen in (1), and ratio of difference can 
be defined as in (2), where pi(x,y) is the grayscaled value of 
















Another possible video segmentation technique is 
histogram based segmentation. A histogram can be 
constructed for every picture based on the number of a given 
color value of pixels. The histograms of two consecutive 
pictures can be compared. In a video segment these 
histograms will be similar to each other, even if dynamic 
video, because the histograms are independent from the local 
place of moving objects in the picture. So the objects can 
move or the camera can move, the histogram based 
segmentation will find the connected pictures in a segment 
and task is to find the boundaries among the segments. 
  Let H(p,k) be the histogram value at k in a picture p, so the 
H(p,k) shows the number of pixels in picture p that possessing 
pixel intensity value: k. The value k can be from 1 to K, where 
K is the number of possible different pixel intensity values. If 
the picture is grey-scaled, then there is only one K, but at 
color pictures three K numbers are defined for each color 
component.  
Definition of difference between two histograms is can be 
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Another definition takes the difference color weights into 
consideration; because it can occur, that a color is dominant, 
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The definition of the difference is the sum of three 
differences as can be seen in (4), where r, g, b are the 
aggregated luminance values of the whole picture for red, 
green and blue respectively, and s is the average of r, g, b 
values. 
Comparison of two histograms can be based on intersect of 
the charts, so using minimum operator (5) defines similarity 
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The difference can be accounted emphatically for as can be 
seen in (6). 



















A sophisticated difference is the Bhattacharyya distance, 
which measures the differences of two discrete or continuous 
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B. Applied video segmentation technique 
In this paper a new idea is applied for the video 
segmentation technique. The first part of the segmentation 
procedure is usual as in other works: analysis of the sampled 
pictures from the video, measurement of the difference 
between them, and comparing it to a predefined threshold. 
The new part is the 1-dimensional clustering, which is able to 
help to refine the inner results. The block diagram of the 
constructed procedure can be seen in Fig. 1, where the input is 
the continuous video content and the output are the segments, 
the larger steps of segmentation can be seen in the middle 
rectangle. The idea of 1-dimensional clustering aims the 
filtering of non-adequate candidates in the segmentation, 
which is presented in more details later. 
 
 
Fig. 1 Block diagram of elaborated video segmentation 
C. Shot-boundary candidates 
In this paper the following formula (8) has been used for 
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where color = r, g, b. In this case three values represent the 
difference between pictures. A simple aggregated indicator for 
measure the difference is the sum of these values. 
There is other possibility to define the difference between 
two pictures: instead of colored image the grayscale pictures 
should be used. So the images should be converted into 
grayscale, and the difference between them can be calculated, 
as can be seen in (8), but only 1 value (diff) will show the 
result.   
If diff is greater than a threshold, then the second picture 
will be candidate for shot-boundary. We can define shot-
boundary candidates in alternative way as well: if the total 
sum of pixel intensities in picture 1 is greater than zero, then 
the ratio of diff and total sum can be calculated and can be 









D. Final shot-boundaries by 1-dimensional clustering 
A shot-boundary candidate possesses a point of time, and 
investigating these values it can be drawn, that too close 
neighboring candidates determine too brief segment, which 
can not be real shot. In order to eliminate inappropriate 
candidates a 1-dimensional neighborhood-based clustering 
method is constructed. The clustering algorithm is the 
following: 
 
1. Let Dn is the neighborhood limit. 
2. Let TSBCi is the ith shot-boundary 
candidate. 
3. Create a cluster for TSBC1 and put it to 
the cluster. 
4. For i = 2 to Number_of_shot-boundary 
candidates 
{  
5. If TSBCi - TSBCi-1 < Dn, then put them 
into common cluster,  
6. else create a new cluster for TSBCi 
and put it to this new cluster. 
} 
 
After this clustering the median of each cluster is selected 
as representative element in the cluster, other shot-boundary 
candidates are eliminated. Based on final shot-boundaries the 
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video is divided into segments, and the next phase is the 
semantic index picture selection from each video segment.  
III. INDEX PICTURE SELECTION 
A. Previous works for selecting representative picture  
There are some works have been proposed for index picture 
selection from video. The works in [35][33]employ the 
spatial, color, and motion information to select index picture 
in the video segment. DuFaux [10] has used high level 
features such as face detection into this selection process. 
Another work in [20] has proposed to use the thematic criteria 
to order the sampled pictures for index pictures selection.  
A recent work [17] has elaborated a personalized approach 
to dynamically generate the web video thumbnails according 
to user’s query, which not only consider the video visual 
content, but also meet the requirement of the user.  
Although some approaches [35][33][10], have been 
proposed for index picture selection in videos, none of them 
addresses a robust, quick and general semantic aspect. 
Our previous paper [13] has been concerned with managing 
image album, where the picture set in each album has been 
given. The goal has been to select the most representative 
pictures from the album, and the solution has been based on 
the clustering of the images. The central pictures of the largest 
clusters have been selected for representing the album. In 
picture selection solution the pixel information (statistics of 
RGB values of the picture points: mean, variance, mode, 
range, quartiles) and metadata features (EXIF data of pictures) 
has been taken into consideration, but semantic information 
has not been taken into account. 
B. Steps of index picture selection procedure 
In this task (index picture selection procedure in video 
segments) there are no metadata features, so only content 
information is available.  
The steps of overall procedure are feature extraction, 
finding common key points, common similarity calculation 
from two types of similarity indicators, clustering using k-
means++ method, and selection the most appropriate index 
pictures as can be seen in Fig 2. 
The task of feature extraction is to extract the emphatic 
information (in this case key points with serial of 
determinative values) from image. After finding common key 
points, similarity could be declared between two images. In 
the overall procedure an index picture could be selected based 
on similarities among the pictures, but the solution described 
in this paper contains a previous step: clustering for 
improvement the index picture selection solution. The next 
sub-sessions will explain these in more details. 
 
Fig. 2 Block diagram of elaborated index picture selection 
 
C. Feature extraction by SURF 
For semantic information some important objects or key 
points should be found in the image; in this paper the lower 
level solution is investigated, so the second (key points) is 
chosen. There are several feature extraction method for key 
values of an image, and the most frequent used are the SIFT 
[7][8] and SURF. 
SURF (Speeded Up Robust Features) [14][15] is a robust 
local feature detector, that can be used in computer vision 
tasks. The standard version of SURF is several times faster 
than SIFT, and the descriptor is based on sums of Haar 
wavelet components. 
SURF is based on integral images, and it uses an integer 
approximation to the determinant of Hessian blob detector, 
which can be computed extremely quickly with an integral 
image. Not only Hessian detector, but other the leading 
existing detectors and descriptors are used in SURF by 
building on the strengths of them and by simplifying these 
methods to the essential. This leads to a combination of novel 
detection, description, and matching steps. 
The above mentioned speed gain is due to the use of 
integral images, which drastically decrease the number of 
operations for simple box convolutions, independent of the 
chosen scale. Investigating the performance of Hessian 
approximation (with 3 integer operations) in an integral image 
is comparable and sometimes even better than the state-of-the-
art interest point detectors. 
 




Fig. 3 Example: a picture and key points  
 
In video analysis SURF has been chosen for feature 
extraction step, because without any dedicated optimizations, 
an almost real-time computation is possible, which is an 
important advantage for this task. A picture example and 
SURF points can be seen in Fig. 3. 
D. Defining similarity between images  
In this paper new similarity measurement is introduced, 
where similarity depends on two factors, area and density of 
common key points in the pictures. The common key points 
(as can be seen in Fig. 4) represent the common details (may 
be common objects) of the images, which can be found in well 
determined area in the picture. The size of this area shows 
similarity volume, but instead of accurate area we can use an 
estimated value. The estimation is based on the rectangle 
(frame) that encompasses of the whole area. The ratio of the 
size of this rectangle and the total size of the picture is a good 
indicator for area factor of similarity measurement.  
 
 
Fig. 4 Two pictures and common key points 
 
The sizes of the rectangles should be calculated in both 
investigated images. Let denote a common key point by P(i), 
where i goes from 1 to number of common key points. Two 
functions, GetX and GetY will return with coordinates x and y 
of key point (as input parameter of the function) respectively. 
The coordinates can be in pixel or other measurement units, 
this is not important, because only the ratio of the sizes will be 
into account. The width (w) (10) of the rectangle is the 




=  (10) 
 
The height (h) (11) of the rectangle is the difference of the 




=  (11) 
 
The sizes of the rectangles (12) are calculated in both 
investigated images using the width and height values. 
 
2 ,1jhwR jjj =⋅=  (12) 
 
The total sizes of both images (13) are calculated by the 
width and height values of the picture. 
 
2 ,1jhwR TjTjTj =⋅=  (13) 
 
The area factor of similarity (14) is determined by the sum 
of the ratios, and the sum is divided by two in order to get 
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The above general formula can be used in any images, even 
that the sizes (widths and heights) of two pictures are different 
(The number two at the index shows that sizes of two pictures 
can be different). But in our special case, when we investigate 
the pictures coming from video, the sizes are equal, so RT1 = 
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The density factor of similarity depends on number of 
common key points – denoted by KC as can be seen in (16) – 
and the number of all key points in both images (K1 and K2). 
 
)i(PKC =  (16) 
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The density factor of similarity (17) is determined by the 
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The similarity between pictures f1 and f2 (18)  is defined by 
product of two factors of similarity. 
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Two factors of similarity is investigated in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. 
Good ”density similarity” can be found between images in 
Fig. 4, but the other factor of similarity will not be high, 
because the common object is only a part of the picture. We 
will get “area similarity” between upper images in Fig. 5, but 
the other factor of similarity will not be so high, because the 
images are only similar, but not the same. High similarity 
(with both of the factors) can be found between bottom 
images in Fig. 5, because the images semantically are same, 
they are only the color and gray-scaled version of a picture. 
 
 
a)                                                    b) 
Fig. 5 Comparison of two picture pairs 
 
E. Similarity-based k-means++  clustering 
The common similarity indicator can be calculated for 
every image pair that takes the semantic information into 
consideration. We would like to get the most similar image as 
index picture based on these similarities, so the task is to find 
the middle element. This could be solved by simple center 
calculation, but distances among the images are not defined. 
Further problem is the burst phenomena in the picture set: 
some of them are similar to each other, but different from 
others, so these groups may bias the search of the most similar 
picture. The idea is finding the groups and the index pictures 
should be searched in the largest group. Creating groups can 
be constructed by clustering, but only the similarity values are 
available for the algorithm, because Euclidean distances 
among the images are not defined 
The k-means method is a widely used clustering technique 
that seeks to minimize the average squared distance between 
points in the same cluster. Although it offers no accuracy 
guarantees, its simplicity and speed are very appealing in 
practice (it is standard practice to choose the initial centers 
uniformly at random from X space). By augmenting k-means 
with a simple, randomized seeding technique, a new 
algorithm, so called k-means++ [6] has been outlined with the 
optimal clustering. Preliminary experiments show that the 
augmentation improves both the speed and the accuracy of k-
means. Although this improvement is better than original k-
means, this solution can not be used for own purpose, because 
only similarity (pair wise) values are available, and there are 
no coordinates, no distance values. For this reason new 
similarity-based k-means++ algorithm is defined and 
described in this paper. 
The k-means algorithm begins with an arbitrary set of 
cluster centers, but k-means++ (and similarity-based k-
means++) algorithm uses a specific way of choosing these 
centers. At any given time, let sL(f) denote the largest 
similarity from a picture f to the centers we have already 
chosen; so similarity-based k-means++ algorithm is the 
following: 
• 1a. Choose an initial medoid center c1 uniformly 
at random from F (set of all investigated picture). 
• 1b. Choose the next medoid center ci, selecting ci 
= f’ ∈ F with probability p, where p can be 
















• 1c. Repeat Step 1b until we have chosen a total of 
k medoid centers. 
• 2. For each i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, set the cluster Ci to be 
the set of pictures in F that are higher similarity 
with ci than they are with cj for all j ≠ i. 
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• 3. For each i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, set ci to be the 
medoid center of middle (largest similar) point of 
all points in Ci, based on the sum of similarity 
values, as can be seen in (20), where s(f1,f2) is the 








),(maxarg 21  (20) 
 
• 4. Repeat Steps 2 and 3 until clusters no longer 
changes. 
 
Choosing the number of the clusters in k-means++ 
algorithm is a sensitive parameter for the goodness of the 
results. We have used the rule of thumb formulated in (21) for 
the determination of the clusters, where n is the number of all 
pictures. 
 
2/nk =  (21) 
 
F. Selecting the pictures 
The solution would able to select more than 1 picture for 
representing the whole segment with choosing the second, 
third, etc. most similar picture, but in in this task the middle 
(largest similar) picture is enough for the most representative 
image. So at the end of the clustering the picture 
corresponding to medoid center of the largest cluster will be 
selected for index picture, because the largest cluster gives the 
majority of the images.  
IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS 
A solution has been implemented in a general-purpose, 
high-level programming language: Python [28], whose design 
philosophy emphasizes code readability. Using third-party 
tools, Python code can be packaged into standalone 
executable programs. Python is often used as a scripting 
language. The Python has been selected for this work, because 
interpreters are available for many operating systems, syntax 
is clear and expressive, furthermore free and open source 
modules (e.g. module for image handling [27]) can be used in 
implementation. 
One of the open source modules is OpenCV (Open Source 
Computer Vision Library) [24] which a library of 
programming functions mainly aimed at real-time computer 
vision. OpenCV is written in C++ and its primary interface is 
in C++, but it still retains a less comprehensive though 
extensive older C interface, e.g. there is now full interface in 
Python [25]. So OpenCV third-party library (and extension of 
Python, so called NumPy) has been used in the solution 
described in this paper. 
NumPy [31] is an extension to the Python programming 
language, adding support for large, multi-dimensional arrays 
and matrices, along with a large library of high-level 
mathematical functions to operate on these arrays. NumPy is 
open source (licensed under the BSD license, enabling reuse 
with few restrictions) and has many contributors. NumPy is a 
prerequisite of OpenCV, because mathematical operations are 
required for many image functions.  
A web-application has been also elaborated for providing 
an easy-to-use graphical interface for this system. The Fig. 6 
shows the results of the implemented SURF algorithm in a 




Fig. 6 SURF points in a sample picture of the examined video  





Fig. 7 Segments of a video and index pictures 
 
Further standalone helpful software, FFmpeg has been used 
for handling the videos. FFmpeg [11] is a complete, cross-
platform solution to record, convert and stream audio and 
video. 
Segments of an example video and index pictures can be 
seen in Fig.7, where the frames of index pictures in the large 
clusters are red, and frames corresponding to little clusters are 
blue. 
The evaluation method is a little bit similar to procedure 
used in reranking of relevant images [36], where the 
minimizing the number of irrelevant images was more 
important because of real-world usage scenarios. 
Three human evaluators have selected the index picture (as 
most representative picture), then second ones, etc., so they 
have ranked the images in a segment. The implemented 
solution has also selected the index picture. The machine 
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results have been compared with the aggregated order of three 
human decisions (the aggregation is based on Borda method). 
 
 
Fig. 8 Segments of a video and index pictures 
  
The results of 120 segments can be seen in the Fig. 8., 
where the range of positions are 1-5, 6-10, etc. and the 
histogram shows how many index pictures of segments can be 
found in the range of human’ positions. The machine results 
(index picture) have been not always the same as the first in 
the humans’ order, but we have counted 70% of segments, 
where the machine results are in the best 10 representative 
pictures. 
V. SUMMARY 
In this paper a new construction is described for two 
purposes, as two phases of larger aim: video segmentation and 
index picture selection from segments. The first phase is 
working without semantic information, but in the second 
phase, the index picture selection is based on semantic 
information. In the future we are planning to construct a 
solution, which takes semantic information in both phases    
into consideration.  
In the automatic video segmentation sampled pictures are 
analyzed, the difference between consecutive ones is 
measured, and compared it to a predefined threshold. The 
contribution of the paper is the 1-dimensional clustering in 
segmentation, which is able to help to refine the inner results. 
The goal of this clustering is the filtering of non-adequate 
candidates in the segmentation. 
The second phase, the index picture selection procedure 
consists of feature extraction, finding common key points, 
common similarity calculation from two factors of similarity 
indicators, clustering using k-means++ method, and final 
selection. The contribution of this phase is the area and 
density factors of similarity among pictures, and the common 
similarity indicator taking the semantic information into 
consideration. The last contribution is the adaptation of k-
means++  clustering for the similarity-based picture set, where 
the distance (Euclidean distance) between the images is not 
defined, only the similarity values are available. 
In the extended version of the solution the cross-modality 
will be included, because this seems promising way [22] for 
further improvement, where not only the visual information 
will be used, but audio as well. 
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